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QUESTION 1

You are developing a Windows Store app. 

You need to ensure that context-sensitive choices are provided while the user is entering text in the search pane. 

Which event should you handle? 

A. ResultSuggestionChosen 

B. QuerySubmitted 

C. SuggestionsRequested 

D. QueryChanged 

Correct Answer: C 

SearchPane.SuggestionsRequested | suggestionsrequested event Fires when the user\\'s query text changes and the
app needs to provide new suggestions to display in the search pane. 

 

QUESTION 2

A photo competition is ending. 

You need to meet the requirements when a user clicks the toast notification. 

Which code segment should you use? 

A. B. C. D. 

Correct Answer: D 

From scenario: 

When a user clicks a toast notification that indicates the end of the photo competition, the app must display the details of
the photo competition that triggered the toast notification. 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to implement storage for the user preferences. 
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Which storage solutions can you use to meet the specification for the app? (Each correct answer presents a complete
solution. Choose all that apply.) 

A. TheWindows.Storage.StorageItemType object 

B. TheWindows.Storage.ApplicationData.Current.RoamingSettings object 

C. Windows Azure 

D. The await Windows.Storage.ApplicationData.Current.LocalFolder method 

Correct Answer: AD 

* Scenario: The app will run locally on the user\\'s device. User preferences will be available locally. 

 

QUESTION 4

You are developing a windows Store app. 

You need to ensure that the app meets the requirements for Windows Store certification. 

Which requirements must be met? 

A. You must provide a screenshot of the app that is appropriate for the 16+ Windows Store Age Rating. 

B. The app must fully support touch input. 

C. You must provide at least two screenshots of the app. 

D. The app must always have an associated privacy policy. 

Correct Answer: B 

Your app must fully support touch input, and fully support keyboard and mouse input 

Incorrect: 

not D: If your app has the technical ability to transmit data to you or a third party, you must maintain a privacy policy. 

 

QUESTION 5

You are developing a Windows Store video-sharing app. Videos are represented in the app by a VideoCollection class
that contains a list of videos. The app includes the following code segment: 
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The app must support grouping by the VideoCollection object. 

You need to bind a GridView control that can display and group the videos to a List collection named VideoLibrary. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? (To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Note: 

CollectionViewSource IsSourceGrouped 

* CollectionViewSource.IsSourceGrouped property 

Gets or sets a value that indicates whether source data is grouped. 

true if data is grouped. false if data is not grouped. 
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